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Our Higher Education ‘Engagement in Learning’ Challenge



Our Higher Education ‘Engagement in Learning’ Challenge 



After the seminar and workshop it 
would be great if you:

Have a heightened awareness of factors that engage students 
in learning

Collaboratively create your own model of engaged learning 
and teaching

Understand and critique the MELT.

• This 50  minute seminar  will introduce the MELT  and explore 
its key facets. 

• Following is the 90 minute online  workshop where you will be 
able to collaboratively devise a MELT model that fits a specific 
context.



So I guess the main thing is to persevere and just keep going, … and not 

to get disillusioned and frustrated. It's hard, but it's well worth it. It's 

the best thing I've ever done. I love it. It’s not only just work and looking 

up things and researching work things, it's my whole life. I've changed 

the way I think about a lot of things - politics, science, environment 

things. I think friends and family have commented that I've become a lot 

more of an interesting person. Yes, I can talk to anybody now. … My 

whole personality has changed. So, just to embrace it and enjoy it. At 

the end of the three years, you will look back and go: wow, I did it, I 

made it! I'm a new person now! Yes, it's good. It's the best thing.

One year on: A graduate, on explicit development, use and 
assessment of research skills in B. Oral Health (Uni Adelaide) 



Engaged learning

• Frequently socially interactive and always minds on



Engaged Teaching



Formulas for engaging?

The University of Adelaide Slide 8

Carlos Dana



MELT as provocation

I see the framework being what I’ll call nebulous 

enough for everybody to be able to

accommodate it. Because it’s not very prescriptive. It 

just sets a framework, and everybody can

work within a framework … [yet] it’s relatively 

comprehensive in what it describes over all

(Academic in Medical Science: Willison & Buiman-Pijlman, 2016)



Confluence of the two rivers Kurra and Aragvi. Mtskheta, Georgia. Photo Vladimir Zhernovoy.

The MELT are a confluence…



The MELT are a confluence of…

The ‘What’

The ‘How’

The MELT

The MELT articulate what 
good teachers, researchers 
and other learners already do
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Models of Engaged Learning & Teaching 
Facet in Pentagon form

When in doubt, go to the centre…

Communicate & Apply

How do we relate?

What is our purpose?

Embark & Clarify



Adapt the MELT to a context you are involved in

Ask

Ask and clarify

Ask questions

Define problem

Clarify need

Determine aim

Specify project

Hypothesise

Question

Critique

Determine topic

Frame 
question/problem/need

What is my question?

What is my goal?

Some ways that others have phrased how students 
‘embark and clarify’ for a range of learning contexts



Embark and clarify?

• How do you ask students to ‘embark’ in a specific 
context?

• Use a strong verb if possible

• One verb or short phrase at a time

https://answergarden.ch/1124632



Embark and Clarify: UoC
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Learning Autonomy and Engagement



Learning Autonomy is a key to engagement

• A routine question asked in education: 
 ‘How much structure and guidance do these students 

need?’

• Too much autonomy- then anxiety

• Too little autonomy- frustration

• Varies markedly within any group of students

• Professional judgement and the  need to stretch

• In MELT, ‘learning autonomy’ 
 is not an attribute

 is a relationship word

‘levels’ are tidal



Motivations 
and Drivers



Examples of MELT
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Examples of MELT



Examples of MELT



Examples of 
MELT



www.
melt.
edu.
au



Open Access

http://tiny.cc/avlltz

https://link.sprin
ger.com/book/10
.1007%2F978-
981-15-2683-1

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-981-15-2683-1


Starting Point



A worked Example
‘‘Make MELT speak ‘engineer’



Student tutors:
Mulling over the concept



The student tutors… whiteboarding



Conceptual organisation



Pivotal Distillation



Optimising Problem 
Solving (OPS)

• Simple 

• Visual

• Highlights the 
focal point of 
problem solving 

• Highlights the 
communication 
process in 
problem solving 

34



Student-tutor planning with other
student-tutors



Student-tutor introduction to first 
year students: Lecture mode



Design Graphics and 
Communication

Introduction to Optimizing Problem Solving (OPS)

Sarah Burton



Case Study



Communicate and 
Apply

Problem Definition 
and Specification
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Communicate and 
Apply

Problem Definition 
and Specification



Communicate and 
Apply

Problem Definition 
and Specification



First-Year Student Workshop Activities
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Student-tutor running workshops for 
first-year students



First-year student use of OPS



OPS structuring first-year student  
articulation of their process



Thinking like an engineer
A problem solving framework 
generated by student-engineers

Presenters: Mei Cheong, Geremy Collom
Dorothy Missingham

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AAEE 2014



Application: Expositional 
Writing 

49





Statistically significant changes pre and post

Two of the four largest effect sizes were improvements in 
communication

P Value  
(sig <0.01)

Effect Size 
(Cohen’s d)

Items with effect size > 0.40
(Medium Effect in just 12 weeks!)

0.000046 0.47 13. I am good at communicating in 

writing what I understand when solving 

problems in engineering

0.000338 0.40 12. I am good at communicating orally 

what I understand when solving problems 

in engineering

(Missingham, Shah, Sabir & Willison, 2018)
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Hopefully you…

Have a heightened awareness of factors that engage students 

in learning

 Have a feel for what the MELT are and can be for you

 Are ready to collaboratively develop a new version of the 

MELT in the workshop that follows.
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